6-Fluorocholesterol as a growth factor for the yeast mutant GL7.
6-Fluorocholesterol supports the growth of the sterol-requiring yeast mutant GL7 albeit less efficiently than cholesterol or ergosterol. When the fluoro analogue is combined with very much smaller amounts of cholesterol, the growth response to the sterol pair is synergistic, i.e., greater than additive. On further addition of trace amounts of ergosterol to the 6-fluorocholesterol-cholesterol pair, an additional synergistic growth response is observed. On 6-fluorocholesterol alone, the growth rate of the yeast mutant is slow initially, but after several transfers of such cells to the same media containing the fluoro analogue, growth improves substantially. When incorporated into artificial membranes, cholesterol and its 6-fluoro analogue have essentially identical effects on membrane fluidity as judged from microviscosity measurements. The contrasting responses of artificial membranes and whole cells to the 6-fluoro analogue of cholesterol might be due to sterol-protein interactions in natural membranes.